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1-1.How to attach the Camera

2.How to use the Head 3.4-Positioning Handle 4.MF Screw(FHD-51QN/61QN/71QN)

1-2.How to attach the Camera 1-3.How to attach the Camera

Turn to Anti-clockwise direction to unlock.
While raising up the Knob for releasing the Shoe
Sliding out the Quick Shoe

Loosen the Tilting Stopper, and allow you to move the 
Camera Up and Down. Loosing the Panning Stopper, 
and allow you to move the Camera horizontal. Lock the 
stoppers when the angle has been determined.

By unlocking the Panning Handle Locking Lever, the Handle 
can be pulled out then install from the opposite side for 
changing the angle of the Handle. There are 4 positioning 
choices on this handle.

Since the factory assembled, 1/4 inch Screw is installed. 
If changing to the 3/8 inch screw, please detach the MF 
Screw by the Screw driver. Locking is slightly tighten with 
the glue at the beginning.

Use Screw Driver supplied in the package to lock Quick 
Shoe to the bottom of the Camera. Video Boss should go 
into the hole of Video Boss of the Camera. Video Boss is 
retractable. So Cameras without hole of Video Boss can 
accept this Quick Shoe.

Sliding into the Head 
Locking by turning to the clockwise direction.

Make sure the Head is firmly fixed on the 
Tripod before moving the Head.

Keep out from Locking the Panning Handle Locking 
Lever tighten while detaching the Handle from the 
Head. It may cause damage of the locking system 
inside the Head.

Video Boss

Tilting Stopper
(Up-Down)

Panning Stopper
(Horizontal) Handle 

Locking Lever

Detach and 
re-install 
from the 
opposite.

The Screw driver which is 
included in the package, 
can be used for either 
3/8 inch or 1/4 inch as below.

MF Screw

Reverse of the Head.

Individual Part Name
Thank you very much for choosing Velbon photographic accessory. Before using, please read operating manual carefully.

Locking Knob for 
the Quick Shoe

Knob for releasing 
the Shoe

Panning Handle 
Locking Lever

*Specifications are subject to change without notice

Camera Screw

Video boss

Quick Shoe (QB-F51)

Tilting Stopper

Panning Stopper

Panning Handle

MF Screw
(1/4 inch or 3/8 inch)

Ideal loads: Velbon mentions physically ideal weight in use.Tripod legs and heads remain actually even better capability to support heavier equipments on the top.
Maximum capability of leads may change depending on the condition and on the shape of the objects. References are mentioned just under the normal condition without strong 
wind, not to put too long conversion lens etc.

Specifications

Camera Plate size

Height

Diameter of Pedestal

Weight

Ideal loads to support

Screw size to connect tripod

Quick-Release Plate

Movable distance of the sliding Camera Screw

Suitable Temperature 

78mm(3.07in.)

38mm(1.50in.)

488g(1.08ibs.)

1,500g(3.31lbs.)

UNC1/4 UNC1/4 , UNC3/8

96mm(3.78in.)

46mm(1.81in.)

635g(1.96lbs.)

2,500g(5.51lbs)

106mm(4.17in.)

56mm(2.20in.)

890g(1.96lbs.)

3,500g(7.72lbs)

115mm(4.53in.)

66mm(2.60in.)

1,125g(2.48lbs.)

4,500g(9.92lbs)

FHD-41QN FHD-51QN FHD-61QN FHD-71QN

73mm×45mm(2.87inch×1.77inch)

QB-F51

40mm(1.57in.)


